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106. Fasciculithus vertebratoides Steurbaut & Sztrákos (2008) 
 

   

   

   
Pl. III, figs 1–5, fig. 21 

 
1971 Fasciculithus janii Perch-Nielsen, Plate 14, Figs. 37–39 (non Plate 5, Figs. 1–4).  
 
Derivation of name: Vertebratoides = vertebra-like, points to its superficial resemblance to 

fish vertebrae.  
Diagnosis: Egg-timer-shaped fasciculith with variable size (W ∼6 to 8 µm), consisting of a 

high proximal column and a low and small distal cone forming a cylindrical ring of 
elements.  

Description: Fasciculith with an egg-timer-shaped outline in side view, resembling fish 
vertebrae. Early forms (L12: H ∼ 5.6 µm, W base ∼ 5.6 µm, W center ∼4.5 µm) are much 
smaller than later forms (L27: H ∼7.2 µm, W base ∼8 µm, W center ∼5.6 µm). The 
proximal column is build up of a series of conspicuous surface ridges and deep grooves 
and is strongly birefringent presenting an irregular color pattern. A low distal cone is 
present. It consists of a cylindrical ring of elements, the width of which is only 1/3 of the 
total width of the fasciculith. In single polarized light this ring is seen as two low 
knobby protrusions.  

Dimensions: Height 5.6–7.2 µm, width base 5.6– 8.0 µm.  
Holotype: Plate III, Fig. 5 (IRScNB b4996).  
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Paratypes: Plate III, Figs. 1–4, Fig. 21 (IRScNB b4992–b4995).  
Type-level: Lower part of Pont-Labau Formation, sample L31, Top Danian, top of 

nannozone NP4.  
Type locality: Loubieng quarry, S Aquitaine, SW France.  
Stratigraphical range: Upper part of Lasseube Formation to base Pont-Labau Formation; 

from L12 to L32.  
Remarks: Is easily distinguishable from the holotype of F. janii (Perch-Nielsen, 1971, Plate 

5, Fig. 1) by its egg-timer-shaped form, the absence of a distal cap and differences in 
birefringence (see above).  
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